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Lightly: How to Live a Simple, Serene, and Stress-free LifeHoughton Mifflin Co, 2019

	Do you ever feel like life is weighing you down? Like the stuff in your home, the to-dos in your schedule, the worries in your heart are too much? Make "lightly" your mantra, one lovely little word to live by, and transform your life.

	

	There's no shortage of decluttering books on the market, but Lightly...
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Programming Windows With MFCMicrosoft Press, 1999
Like many of my colleagues in this industry, I learned Windows programming from Charles Petzold's Programming Windows—a classic programming text that is the bible to an entire generation of Windows programmers. When I set out to become an MFC programmer in 1994, I went shopping for an MFC equivalent to Programming...
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Property and Casualty Insurance License Exam CramQue, 2004
If you are preparing for a career in property and casualty insurance, you need to pick up a copy of Property and Casualty Insurance License Exam Cram. You will quickly learn the concepts, laws, rate calculations and state and federal regulations that will be covered on the exam. You'll also receive a CD that...
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Integrity and Internal Control in Information Systems VISpringer, 2004
The development and integration of integrity and internal control mechanisms into information system infrastructures is a challenge for researchers, IT personnel and auditors. Since its beginning in 1997, the IICIS international working conference has focused on the following questions:

	what precisely do business managers need...
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C#.NET IlluminatedJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2004
I designed this text to teach programmers and aspiring programmers how to build applications using the C# language and Visual Studio .NET. These tools facilitate building applications for desktop computers, the Internet, and mobile devices. The text provides a thorough introduction to C#, and carefully shows how to exploit the power of the Visual...
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Creating and Digitizing Language Corpora, Volume 2: Diachronic DatabasesPalgrave Macmillan, 2007
A range of electronic corpora has become increasingly accessible via the WWW and CD-ROM. This development coincided with improvements in the standards governing the collecting, encoding and archiving of such data. Less attention, however, has been paid to making other types of digital data available. This is especially true of that which one might...
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Translational Neuroscience: A Guide to a Successful ProgramJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Translational research looks to take the latest innovations made in the laboratory setting to translate findings into effective and sustainable medical interventions and improved preventative measures. Funding support is increasingly tied to practical healthcare outcomes, with this trend likely only to increase in coming years,...
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Oracle Performance Tuning and OptimizationSams Publishing, 1996
Database management software and the manipulation of data has evolved to  where it touches every aspect of our lives. A day doesn’t go by in which we  don’t access a database. Whether we are withdrawing money from an ATM machine,  opening a checking account, or purchasing groceries, every aspect of our lives  is affected by...
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Hack Proofing Your IdentitySyngress Publishing, 2002
The use of a seal, card, or other identification while making a purchase or signing
a contract is a custom almost as old as history. As merchants and their customers
have begun using the Internet in recent years to conduct business online, they
have been challenged to find digital forms of identification that mimic traditional,...
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Cryptography for DevelopersSyngress Publishing, 2006
The only guide for software developers who must learn and implement cryptography safely and cost effectively.

The book begins with a chapter that introduces the subject of cryptography to the reader. The second chapter discusses how to implement large integer arithmetic as required by RSA and ECC public key algorithms The subsequent...
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A Programmer's Companion to Algorithm AnalysisCRC Press, 2006
Focusing on practical issues, A Programmer's Companion to Algorithm Analysis bridges the gap between algorithms and software programs. This book explains the fundamental differences between the computational model assumed for algorithms and the real architectures in which programs execute. It highlights the pitfalls that can occur when implementing...
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Creating and Digitizing Language Corpora, Volume 1: Synchronic DatabasesPalgrave Macmillan, 2007
A range of electronic corpora has become increasingly accessible via the WWW and CD-ROM. This development coincided with improvements in the standards governing the collecting, encoding and archiving of such data. Less attention, however, has been paid to making other types of digital data available. This is especially true of that which one might...
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